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Since its inception, mainstream psychology has largely 
attempted to present itself as a value-free science of human 
behavior. As a profession, it has often viewed religion as 
being both value-laden and inherently an illusion. It 
appears that the profession quickly chose to emphasize its 
role as an objective science while encouraging the general 
public to devalue its reliance on other forms of authority. 
Some might argue that this was a backlash against a pow
erful set of institutions which had, at times interfered with 
scientific inquiry. Perhaps the most widely known exam
ple of this is the Catholic Church's "condemning of Galileo 
as a heretic (Carrol and Shifflett, 2002)," and, in the 20th 
century, William Jennings Bryan's attempts to suppress the 
teaching of evolution (Larson, 1997). A stronger argument 
can be made, however, that Judeo-Christian values were 
far more beneficial to science than restrictive. They intro
duced a linear view of history, they challenged the 
notion of fate and determinism, they preserved Classical 
thought during the Dark Ages and during the Age of 
Enlightenment created and organized hundreds of colleges 
and universities that ignited scientific inquiry. 

Nonetheless, a growing body of philosophers and theorists 
perceived faith, and therefore religion, as a threat to the 
search for knowledge. If they were correct, they were 
obliged to diminish the power of the church while increas
ing psychology's value to the general population. Freud 
came to the forefront of this effort when he challenged the 
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role of religion saying, "Religious ide 
the same need as have all other achievern:e..::s 
tion: from the necessity of defendin 
crushing superior force of nature." In one DOitt!C'!:d 
Freud postulated that faith in God an 
lowing its precepts was a form o 
(Freud, 1961). 

As a "founding father" of our prof o 
appears to have been significant. For e am 
gists, when compared with all academici 
religious. Only 33% of psychologist escribe .ret�o:::s 
faith as the most important influence in their liv 
pared to 72% of the general population. Fifty perua·• of 
psychologists indicate that they have no relieio 
ence as compared with only 10% of the general population 
(Jones, 1994). These discrepancies may have led to two sig
nificant problems for our profession: a deep lack of attune
ment with our clients in perhaps the most central way they 
understand themselves and the world, and a search for 
truth that automatically excludes religion as a meaningful 
source of information. 

The Notion Of A Values-Free Ps cho 
Has Been Illusory 

In the short run, this perspective has 
impression of being free of bias in i 
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